Abstract. We show that if a graded submodule of a Noetherian module cannot be written as a proper intersection of graded submodules, then it cannot be written as a proper intersection of submodules at all. More generally, we show that a natural extension of the index of reducibility to the graded setting coincides with the ordinary index of reducibility. We also investigate the question of uniqueness of the components in a graded-irreducible decomposition, as well as the relation between the index of reducibility of a non-graded ideal and that of its largest graded subideal.
Let R be a ring (commutative with 1 = 0), M an R-module, and N ⊆ M a submodule. Recall that N is said to be irreducible in M if whenever N = N 1 ∩ N 2 for some R-submodules N 1 , N 2 of M , then N = N 1 or N = N 2 .
Definition. Let R be a Z-graded ring, M a graded R-module, and N ⊆ M a graded submodule. N is said to be graded-irreducible in M if whenever N = N 1 ∩ N 2 for some graded R-submodules N 1 , N 2 of M , then N = N 1 or N = N 2 .
Equivalently, N is graded-irreducible iff whenever N = N 1 ∩ . . . ∩ N r for a finite collection of graded submodules N i , then N = N i for some i.
It follows directly from the definitions that if N is a graded submodule of M and N is irreducible, then N is graded-irreducible. A natural question to ask is whether or not the converse holds. This is answered by our first result: Theorem 1. Let R be a Z-graded ring, M a Noetherian graded R-module, and N ⊆ M a graded submodule. Then N is irreducible iff N is graded-irreducible.
As an analogy, we recall the case of monomial (i.e. N n -graded) ideals in a polynomial ring. It is a textbook exercise that monomial ideals are irreducible iff they are monomial-irreducible (i.e. cannot be written as a proper intersection of monomial ideals) iff they are generated by pure powers of the variables, cf. [7, Section 1.3.1]. Moreover, decompositions into monomial-irreducible ideals are unique. We note that it is possible for even a monomial ideal to be an intersection of non-graded ideals, e.g. (x 2 , xy, y 3 ) = (x 2 , xy, x−y 2 )∩(x 2 , xy, x+y 2 ) in k[x, y], for k a field, char k = 2. However, the monomial case is quickly resolved by the following lemma (cf. [8] , Lemma 5.18): If I is a monomial ideal with a minimal generator mm ′ where m, m ′ are relatively prime monomials, then I = (I + (m)) ∩ (I + (m ′ )). In contrast, there is no such formula in the Z-graded case; not to mention that a general graded ring can be far worse behaved than a polynomial ring.
Before giving the proof of Theorem 1, we introduce a numerical invariant of a graded submodule. If M is Noetherian, every graded submodule of M is a finite intersection of graded-irreducible submodules: If there were a maximal counterexample N , then N would not be graded-irreducible. By definition N would be an intersection of two strictly larger graded submodules, which (by maximality of N ) are finite intersections of graded-irreducibles, and thus N is as well, a contradiction. This motivates the following definition:
If the module M is understood, e.g. if N = I is an R-ideal (so that M = R), then we may simply write r(N ) or r(I). The Noetherian hypothesis on M guarantees that r M (N ), r g M (N ) are both always finite. Moreover, r M (N ) = 1 iff N is irreducible, and if N is graded, r g M (N ) = 1 iff N is graded-irreducible. When M = R is local and N is primary to the maximal ideal, the definition of the index of reducibility above has appeared in the literature (although to the best of our knowledge, the graded index of reducibility has not appeared before), and is well-known to be the vector space dimension of the socle over the residue field of R, see e.g. [6, 10, 4] . If in addition N is graded and R is a local N-graded ring, then it is not hard to show that both indices coincide, cf. Lemma 4. However, in the non-local case, e.g. if R is a polynomial ring, the graded index of reducibility is in general not a vector space dimension over the base field; one must compute ranks over a Laurent polynomial ring instead.
From the definitions alone, it is not clear if there is any relation between r M (N ) and r g M (N ) that holds in general. Somewhat surprisingly, they are always equal; a fact which follows from Theorem 1. Indeed, the following three statements are equivalent for a Noetherian graded module M , cf. Theorem 7:
(1) Any graded-irreducible submodule is irreducible. (3) is the simultaneous requirements of finiteness, irreducibility, and gradedness (notice: finiteness along with either irreducibility or gradedness is easy to satisfy). Although an independent proof of Statement (3) , which at first sight may seem to follow directly from the Noetherian hypothesis, would give another proof of Theorem 1, so far we have been unable to find one.
Proof of Theorem 1
We begin the proof of Theorem 1 with some reductions, which we use hereafter without further mention. From the definitions, r M (N ) = r M/N (0), and if N is graded, r g M (N ) = r g M/N (0). Also, R-submodules of M are the same as R/ann R Msubmodules of M (and if R, M are graded, then R/ ann R M is also graded), so henceforth we will pass to the factor ring R/ann R M and assume that the ring R is Noetherian. If p is a graded prime ideal of a graded ring R, for any graded Rmodule M we set M (p) := W −1 M , where W is the set of all homogeneous elements of R not in p, so M (p) is a graded R (p) -module. Finally, we refer to Sections 1.5 and 3.6 in [2] for notation and basic results for the graded case.
Lemma 2. Let R be a Noetherian ring, p a prime ideal of R, M a finitely generated R-module, and
Proof. We may assume N = 0. Then Ass(M ) = {p}, so R \ p consists of nonzerodivisors on M , and thus the localization map i :
In the graded case, the same proof above applies to the homogeneous localization M ֒→ M (p) .
Remark 3.
Despite the elementary nature of the proof of Lemma 2, the conditions are quite delicate: In general, irreducibility is not preserved under faithfully flat ring extensions or localizations. For an example where irreducibility in the source does not extend to the target, take k ֒→ k × k for a field k or the completion
. On the other hand, if R is a domain and p, q ∈ Spec(R) with I := p ∩ q = p, q, then r R (I) = 2 and R ֒→ R p is flat and injective, but r Rp (I p ) = 1 = r Rq (I q ).
We next give a formula for r M (N ) (resp. r g M (N )) in the Artinian case in terms of socle rank (resp. graded socle rank). We provide a proof for the graded case; the proof holds verbatim in the local case, after removing all appearances of the word "graded".
Lemma 4. Let R be a Noetherian ring, M a finitely generated R-module, and N ⊆ M a submodule.
(
Notice that k = R/m is a graded field, so graded k-modules are free, i.e. are direct sums of twists of k. Replacing M with M/N , we may assume N = 0. Set r g M (0) = r, so 0 = N 1 ∩ . . . ∩ N r with N i graded-irreducible, and this decomposition is irredundant, i.e. ∩ j =i N j ⊆ N i for each i.
Now for any graded module
1 For the case where N is a parameter ideal in a local ring, see [6, Satz 3] .
Since M is * Artinian, Ass R (M ) = {m}. The structure theorem of
Remark 5. Let (R, m, k) be a Noetherian local ring. The type of a finitely generated R-module M is defined as
Recall that a local ring R is Gorenstein iff R is Cohen-Macaulay of type 1.
Remark 6. Together, lemmas 2 and 4 yield the following irreducibility criterion: if I is an ideal in a Noetherian ring R, then I is irreducible iff I is primary and generically Gorenstein (recall that an ideal I is generically Gorenstein if (R/I) p is Gorenstein for all p ∈ Ass(R/I)).
Lemmas 2 and 4, along with one last trick, yield the theorems mentioned above: . By hypothesis 0 = Q i for some i, i.e. 0 is primary, so Ass R (M ) = {p} for some graded prime ideal p.
, for some twist n ∈ Z. Localizing at p yields 0 : Mp pR p ∼ = R p /pR p , so by Lemma 4(1), r Mp (0) = 1. By Lemma 2, 0 is irreducible in M .
We next show the equivalence mentioned in the introduction: Theorem 7. Let R be a Z-graded ring and M a Noetherian graded R-module. The following statements are equivalent:
(1) Every graded-irreducible submodule N ⊆ M is irreducible. 
, and
The ideals J 1 and J 2 are (x, y)-primary and generated by regular sequences; hence they are irreducible by Remark 6 since R/J 1 , R/J 2 are Gorenstein. Thus I = J 1 ∩ J 2 is an irredundant irreducible decomposition of I (note that I is graded, but J 1 and J 2 are not graded), so r R (I) = 2. By Theorem 7(2), r The ideal I in Example 9 has some interesting properties, which we summarize in the following remark:
(1) R and I are minimal in the following ways: (a) R/I has minimal length among all graded k-algebras of finite length that are not monomial. (b) dim R and µ(I) are minimal among all polynomial rings S and graded primary S-ideals J such that J is reducible and is not contained in a principal ideal. (2) The component (x+y, y 3 ) in an irredundant decomposition of I into gradedirreducibles is unique. Furthermore, the other component must be of the form (x − by, y 2 ) or (y, x 2 ), where b ∈ k \ {-1}, and any one of these along with (x + y, y
3 ) forms an irredundant decomposition of I. (2): Let K 1 , K 2 be graded-irreducible ideals such that I = K 1 ∩ K 2 (recall that r g (I) = 2). We first show that for i = 1, 2, each K i contains a form of degree 1. Suppose not. Then since x 2 + xy, x 2 − y 2 have the least degrees among a minimal generating set for I, K i must contain both of them. Observe that K i is a complete intersection ideal. Therefore,
Next, we show that without loss of generality K 1 = (x + y, y 3 ) and K 2 can be generated by forms of degree 1 and 2. Write m = (x, y)R. Certainly, K i cannot be generated by forms of degree 1 only: if so, then since K i is graded, K i would equal m. Suppose both K i were generated by forms of degree 1 and 2. Then dim k [K i ] 2 = 3 (where [−] j denotes the j th graded piece) would imply m 2 ⊆ K i , but m 2 ⊆ I, a contradiction. Thus without loss of generality K 1 is generated in degree 1 and 3, say K 1 = (l, g), where l is a linear form and g is a form of degree 3. Since y 3 ∈ K 1 , there exist forms a, b such that y 3 = al + bg. Then b ∈ k, and in fact b = 0 (else l = y ∈ K 1 and then K 1 = (y, x 2 ), a contradiction), hence l, y 3 also generate K 1 . In order for K 1 to contain I, l must divide both x 2 + xy and x 2 − y 2 ; hence l = x + y is the greatest common divisor of x 2 +xy, x 2 −y 2 . Therefore, one has K 1 = (x+y, y 3 ). Now, we show that K 2 can be generated by forms of degree 1 and 2. Since x + y is in
2 ), where b = −1. This proves the first part of the second statement in (2) .
It remains to show that L 1 ∩ L 2 = I, where L 1 = (x + y, y 3 ) and L 2 is either (y, x 2 ) or (x − by, y 2 ), b ∈ k \ {−1}. The reasoning above shows that I ⊆ L 1 ∩ L 2 , so it suffices to show that the Hilbert functions agree. This follows since m 3 ⊆ I,
Relationship between r(I) and r(I * )
Thus far, we have started with a graded object, and seen that graded and ungraded notions of irreducibility agree on graded objects. We end by briefly discussing a different setting, namely starting with a non-graded object, and passing to its closest graded approximation.
For any submodule N of a graded module M , let N * denote the submodule of N generated by all graded elements in N . Now let p be a non-graded prime ideal in a Noetherian graded ring R. Then the ideals p and p * , although distinct, often differ only slightly (if at all) under various properties and invariants. For example, height p = height p * + 1, R p is Cohen-Macaulay (resp. Gorenstein) iff R p * is, and for a finitely generated graded R-module M , type(M p ) = type(M p * ). In this vein, it is natural to ask how r(I) compares to r(I * ), for a non-graded ideal I. We answer this in the following special case:
Proposition 11. Let R be a Noetherian graded ring, p a non-graded prime ideal of R, and I a non-graded p-primary R-ideal. If I/I * is principal, then r(I) = r(I * ). In particular, I is irreducible iff I * is irreducible.
Lemma 12. Let R be an * Artinian * local ring. Then for any maximal ideal m of R, r R (0) = type(R m ).
Proof. Let q be the unique homogeneous prime ideal of R, and let m be a maximal ideal of R. If q = m, then R is Artinian local, and the result follows from Remark 5. Otherwise, q = m * = m is the largest graded subideal of m, so
where the equalities follow from [2, Theorem 1.5.9], Remark 5, and the proof of Lemma 2, respectively (notice that R q is an Artinian local ring).
Proof of 11. First, notice that since I is p-primary, I * is p * -primary. The hypothesis and the numbers r(I), r(I * ) do not change upon going modulo I * and homogeneously localizing at p * . Hence we may assume that R is * Artinian * local with unique maximal homogeneous ideal p * , p = p * is a maximal ideal, and I * = 0. Since Ass(R) = {p * } and I ⊆ p * , I is a principal ideal generated by a nonzerodivisor, say f . Then r R (I) = r R (f ) = r R/(f ) (0) = type(R/(f )) is the type of the Artinian local ring R/(f ), and by Lemma 12, r R (
The hypothesis that p is non-graded in 11 is necessary (notice that p not graded implies I is not graded, but not conversely). The following examples were computed with the help of Macaulay2 [5] .
Example 13. Let R = k[x, y, z], where k is a field and deg x = deg y = deg z = 1.
(1) For ideals I * = (x 3 − y 3 , y 3 − z 3 , xy, xz, yz) and I = I * + (x 2 − y 3 ), we have r(I) = 3, r(I * ) = 1, and
For ideals I * = (z 3 , y 3 , x 3 y 2 , x 5 y, x 7 ), and I = I * + (x 3 + xy), we have r(I) = 1, r(I * ) = 3, and √ I = √ I * = (x, y, z).
The next example demonstrates that I/I * being principal is stronger than the condition that I can be generated by µ(I * ) + 1 elements.
Example 14. Let R = k[x, y, t, t −1 ], where k is a field, deg x = 0, and deg y = deg t = 1. Let I = (x − y, t − 1, x 2 ). Then I * = (x 2 , y 2 ) and r(I) = r(I * ) = 1. However, the ideal I/I * in R/I * requires at least two generators, for instance, x − y, t − 1. Observe that the homogeneous minimal generating set x 2 , y 2 of I * does not lift to part of a minimal generating set of I, as x − y is in every minimal generating set of I.
However, even the more general condition that I can be generated by µ(I * ) + 1 elements is not necessary for the conclusion of 11 to hold, even in the simplest case when I is prime (so that r(I) = r(I * ) = 1):
Example 15 (Moh's primes [9] ). Let k be a field, char k = 0. Fix n ∈ N odd, m := (n + 1)/2, l > n(n + 1)m with (l, m) = 1, and consider the ring map
x → t nm + t nm+l , y → t (n+1)m , z → t (n+2)m Then P n := ker ϕ n is a height 2 non-graded prime ideal in R := k[x, y, z], so P * n is a height 1 graded prime ideal in the UFD R, hence is principal. However, Moh has shown that P n requires at least n generators. Thus, conditions on numbers of generators of I or I * are unlikely to be necessary for r(I) = r(I * ).
In view of these examples, we pose the following question:
Question. Let R be a Noetherian graded ring, p a non-graded prime ideal of R, and I a non-graded p-primary R-ideal. What are necessary conditions for r(I) = r(I * )?
